Lets speak English, while having fun!
in Slovenia, hosted by Zavod Voluntariat
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If you are interested in taking part in this project, or if you would like to get
more information about becoming a long term volunteer, please contact your local SCI organisation. You can search for the contact information here: http:
//www.sciint.org/contact-us/local-sci-branch-or-partner
Project Description:
During the summer vacation many children have nobody to take care of them.
Parents are working and usually it is impossible to get 9 weeks of vacation. Therefore we organize day care for children from 6 to 9 years old from June 27 Aug
31, every day from 7.30 a.m. 4.30 p.m.
Work: Each week we accept new group of 20 children (other two groups of
15 children are on different locations forest and urban gardens and it is also
possible that volunteer occasionally join them), with the group there is staff of 4
people. Each week has its own topic and we are trying to give children as much
joy,knowledge and experience on the topic as possible. We invite experts, we visit
different organizations regarding the topic; we create, discuss and play regarding
the topic of the week. Besides gaining new and different knowledge (we try to
find topics which are not within school curriculum), experiences and of course as
much fun and joy, we would like also to provide children a safe place, getting language and communicational skills, intecultural competences and tolerance, etc.
Requirements: Volunteer is expected to have experience, motivation and passion on working with children, supervise children, play with them, talk to them,
teach them some English and being engaged in a daily routine.
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Food: Three meals are provided in a Family centre. We will provide Urbana
card for public transport.
Accommodation: The apartment will be provided in student campus.
Pocket money: 350 EUR per month
Insurance: You will need to arrange your own insurance.
Fees: None
Visa: You will need a Schengen visa if you are from the outside of the Schengen
zone.
Others: Bring some warm clothes (and for rain) and good shoes for our trips.
Do not forget your swimming suit (if going to some lakes or seaside during the
weekend). It is useful to bring some board or other games, specific to your country; If you play any instrument, bring it. We will have more joy and fun.
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